About Bernard Horn—
Bernard Horn’s debut poetry collection Our Daily Words was a finalist for the 2011 Massachusetts Book Award in Poetry and winner of the Old Seventy Creek Poetry Prize. His poems have appeared in journals including The New York Times, Mississippi Review, and HuffPost, and in Devouring the Green: Anthology of New Writing. His translations of Yehuda Amichai’s poetry from Hebrew to English are published in The New Yorker. His book, Facing the Fires: Conversations with A. B. Yehoshua, is the only work in English about Israel’s pre-eminent novelist. He is Professor of English emeritus at Framingham State University and lives with his wife, artist Linda Klein, in Framingham, Massachusetts.

For more information call the Beth El office: 978-443-9622

An Evening of Pure Poetry

Saturday Evening, January 30 at 7:30 PM
Readings from Love’s Fingerprints
With Beth El Member and Poet
Bernie Horn

~ Zoom with us to hear the voice of the poet as he reads from his new book ~

Love’s Fingerprints investigates the deep imprints made on us by those we love, living and remembered: mother and father, wife/lover, children and grandchildren, ancestors known only through stories passed down, homes long lost and homes holding us today, and two nations—the United States and Israel. Family life intersects with the larger world, with an undercurrent of the Book of Job.

“Bernard Horn’s poetry is accessible, lush, and engaging. But, at the same time, it is also hard, and insists on more readings, more attention. Love’s Fingerprints moves from an old man remembering his childhood to the sadness and hope of each grain of sand slipping through the neck of an hour glass.” Lawrence Kushner, Beth El Rabbi Emeritus.

This program is presented by the Beth El Adult Ed Committee.